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Twinkle Toes
Walk on air with our complete 

range of shoe accessories, 
shoe protectors and 

enhancers

SECRET WEAPONS  
FOR EVERY EVENT 
& OCCASION
Our premium brand of intimate accessories go unnoticed! Yes, 

that’s right, you can’t see them, but our SECRETWEAPONS 

are on the red carpet, at the races, on blushing brides and  

at many other glamorous events ensuring that ‘high beams’, 

‘VPL’ and ‘muffin tops’ don’t steal the show, so that va-va-

voom cleavage, svelte curves and twinkling toes get their 

moment in the spotlight!

But every good secret should be shared, and within these pages you’ll 
find our best kept secrets! We’re confident that like many retailers, and 
thousands of women across the globe, you will be amazed at just how 
good our comprehensive fashion accessory range is.

Our premium, locally tested products are sourced from the best materials 
and manufacturers. 

SECRETWEAPONS, delivering high quality, beautifully packaged 
accessories for fashionistas who want to get noticed!

CONTENTS

Bra Bits
Make your every day bra perfect 

for every occasion with  
our fantastic range of  

bra modifiers

Fashion Essentials
Must have fashion essentials  

for every girls wardrobe  
that ensure you  

get noticed!

Simply Shapely
Get a flawlessly smooth 

silhouette with our cheeky 
range of barely there 

underwear!

VaVaVoom Cleavage
Get all the support, lift and 

VaVaVoom cleavage you need 
with our extensive range of 

breast enhancers



Chicken Fillets
Chicken Fillets silicone bra inserts are the perfect breast 
enhancers to increase bust by up to two cup sizes!

With a natural look and comfortable feel, our Chicken Fillets 
bra inserts are the softest most natural feeling fillets out there!

Perfect for even the most delicate bras, 
transparent and soft they have been 
shaped to sit perfectly underneath 
and to the side of the breast to 
obtain maximum lift and 
fullness. The perfect 
alternative to a painful boob 
job!

Suitable for use in both bras 
and  bikinis.

Bust Ups
Need the ultimate boost? 

Bust Ups breast enhancers turn your 
favourite bra into the ultimate bust 
enhancing miracle worker. 
Contoured to the breast’s 
natural fall and with a full 
coverage soft-shell, our 
super-discreet, natural 
mineral oil bra inserts 
increase breast volume  
by one full cup size.

A/B, C/D

VA VA VOOM CLEAVAGE

Product code: SW006

Product code: SW036
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VA VA VOOM CLEAVAGE

Invisilifts
Invisilifts by Secret Weapons are 

invisible, clear self adhesive 
miracle workers that lift 

your breasts up  
to 5cm to 
give you  

the ultimate 
gravity-defying 

support! 

Our Invisilifts are 
hypoallergenic, transparent, 

waterproof and applied to the top  
of the breast rather than underneath.

Invisilifts can be trimmed to size from A cup to D cup, or left 
whole for maximum breast lift. But lift like this doesn’t come 

easy, so Invisilifts are for one use only! Our clear Breast Lift Tape 
comes in two sizes A-D cup and DD-F cup.

NudiBoobies
Our Nudi Boobies backless and strapless silicone bra provides 
show-stopping ‘lift’ in any little outfit!

Backless and Strapless, our Nudi Boobies are not only practical, 
they are super comfy, reusable and will increase your breast size by 
one cup size!

With cup sizes A, B, C & D available, it’s easy to get a perfect fit 
and perfect lift! A, B, C, D & E

A-D & DD-F

Nothing Invisilifts

Product code: SW016

Product code: SW015
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Bosom Buddies
Need a silicone bra insert for help in the cleavage 
department?

Bosom Buddies super soft silicone bra inserts are 
perfect for bigger breasts that need lift and cleavage 
or smaller breasts that need more oomph!

Super discreet, these inserts are placed  under the 
breast in a bra or bikini for a sexier, fuller bust.

NudiBra
Our Number 1 Selling backless and strapless Nudi Bra is the bra you wear 
when you’d rather go without! 

Nudi Bra is an ultra-light, self adhesive miracle worker! With a fabric outer cover 
and totally free from straps, our backless and strapless, adhesive stick-on bra will 
give you the ultimate in support, lift and cleavage!

With cup sizes A, B, C & D available, it’s easy to get a perfect fit and perfect lift!

A, B, C & D A, B, C & D

VA VA VOOM CLEAVAGE

Product code: SW005

Product code: SW007 5



VA VA VOOM CLEAVAGE

Boob Tape
Boob Tape is transparent medical grade duct tape 
designed especially for skin! 

Use it to lift, separate, flatten, boost and create all the 
cleavage, bra-free support, contour and confidence you need!

Cut, trim and tape your breasts for any dress or occasion with 
our generous 5 metre roll of totally clear and discreet, medical 
grade duct tape for skin!

• Hypoallergenic & skin safe

• Easy to use & remove

•  Lift, flatten, reduce movement, boost, or create cleavage 
with Boob Tape!

Boob Lift Tape
Boob Lift Tape, our flexible fabric tape supports breasts of 
all shapes and sizes.

Boob Lift Tape will create all the cleavage, lift, contour and 
bra-free support you need! Our 5 metre roll is available in 
nude/skin and black colours.

Our bra-free tape is super strong and comes in a generous  
5 metre roll.

Cut, trim and tape your breasts for any dress or occasion with 
our Boob Lift Tape!

• Hypoallergenic & latex free

• Easy to apply

• Moisture resistant for ultimate comfort & confidence

• Lift, flatten, boost, or create cleavage with Boob Lift Tape!

Product code: SW0044

Product code: SW050
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VA VA VOOM CLEAVAGE

Sports Bra Inserts
Sports Bra Inserts bring cleavage, 
shape, contour and support to your 
favourite workout bras, everyday 
bras and swimwear!

Lightweight, flexible and designed for 
discreet comfort and support our 
removable Sport Bra Pad Inserts keep 
their shape workout after workout and 
wash after wash! They are also perfect 
inserts for swimming.

Suitable for standard and sports bras, as well as 
swimsuits our high-performance, perforated Sports Bra Inserts move 
with you for breathable comfort in the most extreme conditions.

Need a replacement bra pad for your current Sport Bra? Our pad 
inserts are designed suitable for built in bra pockets, or as a standard 
bra or bikini insert, Sports Bra Inserts are machine washable.

Sports Bra Inserts are available in two sizes A/B and C/D and in both 
nude and black colours.

A/B, C/D

Lace-Up 
Bra
The Lace Up Bra is the extreme 
cleavage enhancing Stick On Bra! 

Create va-va-voom cleavage with the Lace Up Bra! Backless, 
strapless and super adhesive, the extreme cleavage Lace Up Bra is 
lightly padded for ultimate lift, shape and contour.

The Lace Up cleavage enhancer gently pulls the breasts together for 
instant, extreme cleavage and va-va-voom results! Simply wash your 
Lace-Up Bra with mild detergent and air dry. Once dry, the adhesive 
will be ready to use again and again.

The ultimate bra choice for backless and strapless tops and dresses, 
the Lace Up Bra offers lightweight support with EXTREME cleavage!

A, B, C, D & E

Product code: SW045

Product code: SW048
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VA VA VOOM CLEAVAGE

Lift-Ups
Breast Lifting Nipple Covers are super discreet, adhesive 
silicone nipple covers with a breast lifting panel!

SECRET WEAPONS exclusively designed Lift Ups - Breast 
Lifting Nipple Covers are washable and reusable pasties, with 
a diameter of 11cm Lift Ups provide maximum coverage and 
comfort with a seamless edge designed for invisible lift and 
support!

Our Breast Lifting Nipple Covers are recommended to lift A-D 
Cup size breasts. Lift Ups are also perfect Nipple Covers for 
larger breast sizes as a diameter of 11cm provides much more 
coverage and support.    

Designed for multiple uses, simply wash our long-lasting Lift 
Ups Breast Lifting Nipple Covers with mild detergent and air 
dry. Once dry, the clever adhesive regenerates itself!

Lift Ups Instructions: 

1.  Ensure your skin is clean and free from moisturisers. This is 
important to ensure the adhesive will last.

2.  Peel back the protective plastic covering from your Lift-Ups

3.  Position the nipple cover over the center of your breast and 
gently smooth the cover edges firmly to your breast. Pull 
the breast up, before applying the lifting panel to your skin.

4.  Repeat the same application on your other breast. Make 
sure both sides are equal in height.

Retain the protective covering to prevent lint and dust 
damaging the adhesive on your Lift-Ups when not in use!

100% silicone/silicone gel 

For sensitive skin please test first and discontinue use if 
irritation occurs. Do not apply over irritated or sunburnt skin.

Product code: SW0047
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Fashion Tape
Our Stick It Rescue fashion tape allows you to flaunt a little, 
but not the whole lot!

Stick It Rescue fashion tape is the best double-sided fashion tape 
out there! Dispensed straight from the roll, Stick It Rescue fashion 
tape can be cut as short, or as long as your want to keep fabric on 
fabric or fabric on skin! Our generous 5 metre roll of fashion tape 
will ensure you never get caught revealing more than you should!

Stick It Strips
Stick It Strips fashion tape from Secret Weapons allow you to 
flaunt a little, but not the whole lot!

Our Stick It Strips fashion tape offers you all the convenience of the 
best double-sided fashion tape in conveniently cut strips! Keep 
fabric on fabric or fabric on skin with x20 strips of pre-cut fashion 
tape! Now you’ll never get caught revealing more than you should!

Stick It Strips fashion tape is also great for keeping garments on their 
hangers, hem mending on the run and keeping belt ends in place.

FASHION ESSENTIALS

Lingerie Wash Bag 
A high quality double layered Lingerie Wash Bag perfect for 
Hosiery, Lingerie & Delicates!

Protect the ones you love with our cute hosiery, lingerie and delicates 
wash bag!

Designed for washing hosiery and lingerie in the washing machine, 
our sweet little washday helper is water penetrable and ideal for all 
your washable delicates. 

Made from reinforced, double layered mesh, a fine inner weave of 
high performance material prevents hooks and wires from piercing 
through the bag and snagging your wash.

Keep your delicates twist, tear and tangle-free in our generously sized 
Lingerie Wash Bag.

Made from quick drying fabric with a zipped closure.

And the Best Part? Your Lingerie Wash Bag goes unnoticed to 
ensure you won’t!

Product code: SW004

Product code: SW004s

Product code: SW038
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Miss Lint
The ultimate reusable, washable silicon lint roller 
for removing lint & pet hair from clothing & accessories. 

Removes lint, dust, debris & pet hair from clothing 
& accessories. With no sticky tapes to remove or replace, 
our washable and reusable silicone lint removal roller is ready 
for use whenever you are!

After use, clean Miss Lint under 
warm running water until the roller 
is clean. Gently rub away any dirt 
& debris with your fingers or 
use a small amount of dish 
soap as required. Allow to dry 
before re-using. Do not clean 
Miss Lint with ammonia, 
bleach, alcohol, or any other 
liquid cleaning product.

AntiStaticSpray
Anti Static Spray in Classic Scent, eliminates static electricity and wrinkles from 
clothing, lingerie and hosiery.

Non toxic, Biodegradable, Allergen Free and in the cutest 60ml, purse sized bottle, Anti 
Static Spray will ensure that static doesn’t take the electricity out of your best outfit!

Perfectly 
Purse-sized 

Reusable & 
Washable

Prevents your 
garments clinging

Prevents the  
build up of static cling 

and sparking

 Freshens 
clothing, lingerie 
and hosiery with  

a fresh, just  
washed scent

FASHION ESSENTIALS

Product code: SW032

Product code: SW019
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FASHION ESSENTIALS

Headlight Dimmers
Headlight Dimmers silicone nipple covers from won’t let your 
headlights steal the show!

Our super soft nipple covers 
come in both nude and pink 
colours and are available in 
both heart and round shape. 
These adhesive nipple 
covers are super comfy 
with a seamless edge 
designed to prevent your 
high beams demanding 
more attention than your 
smile! Our Headlight 
Dimmers are not only  
practical – once  
revealed they  
are flirty, fun  
and sure  
to impress!  
Designed for  
multiple use.

Headlight Dimmers -  
Disposable Nipple Covers
Our Disposable Nipple Covers are super thin, ultra discreet, 
single use nipple covers. 

These Nude Petal Headlight Dimmers are designed to prevent your 
highbeams attracting more attention than your smile, we’ve included 
3 pairs in every pack  
for lots of flirty fun!

•  3 Pairs  
per pack

•  Super thin,  
nude polyester  
nipple covers  
with a soft  
satin finish

•  Centered nipple pad for maximum comfort

Product code: SW009

Product code: SW0043
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NudiG
Our Nudi G G-string is the super 
soft G-String you wear when 
you’d rather go without! 

Designed to sit flush to your body 
to create that perfect silhouette, our 
Nudi G is the most comfortable 
G-string you’ll ever wear! Available in 
both nude and black colurs, our Nudi G 
is perfect for every outfit.

NudiKnickers
Nudi Knickers are the invisible 
panties you wear when you’d 
rather go without! 

These nude knickers are designed 
to sit flush to your body to create 
that perfect silhouette. Skimpier  
than a full brief and more flattering 
than a boy short, Nudi Knickers are 
designed with a woman’s body in mind, 
to flatter the parts you love and hide the  
bits you don’t!

Available in a barely-there nude colour, our 
Nudi Knickers are perfect for every outfit.

S, M & L

S, M & L

SIMPLY SHAPELY

Product code: SW010

Product code: SW010
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Bandeau Bra
Stretchy, seam-free, super-soft 
and comfortable, our strap-free 
Bandeau Bra contours to your 
body in all the right places!

Affectionately known as the 
body-hugging bra, it has 
removable modesty cups for 
versatile styling. The 
ultimate bra choice 
for summer tank 
tops and dresses.

Commando-G
The Commando-G is the ultimate 
invisible G-string!

Banish VPL forever with the 
Commando-G invisible G-string! 
Washable and re-usable, the 
Commando-G stays in place with 
medical grade silicone adhesive gel. 
Available in barely there nude for an all 
but invisible look, Commando-G is the 
ultimate silhouette smoothing G-string!

S, M & L

S, M & L

SIMPLY SHAPELY

Product code: SW033

Product code: SW037
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SkinnyMini
Our Skinny Mini shapewear is an amazing body shaping 
wonder-under-garment! 

Designed with high waist support and power mesh inserts 
for extra control and maximum comfort, our Skinny Mini 
shapewear will trim your waistline and tone your love 
handles for a super smooth silhouette. With a special 
anti-slip, no-roll band, our Skinny Mini shapewear will 
stay just where you need it for all day, or night, comfort.

The Secret Weapons Skinny Mini is perfect under any 
outfit in a barely-there nude colour.

XS, S, M & L

SIMPLY SHAPELY

Product code: SW012
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Heart Bra Clips
Heart Bra Clips from SECRET WEAPONS prevent 
bra straps from slipping and hides bra straps that 
you don’t want to show!

Perfect for racer-back tops and dresses, Heart 
Bra Clips are super-strong, super-discreet heart 
shaped clips that slip over your bra straps to 
hide and prevent bra straps from slipping.

Capable of creating a deeper cleavage for 
those girls that like a little boost and 
maximising the support of any bra. Our 
three-pack Heart Bra Clips are 43mm in 
diameter and come in clear, black and barely-
there-nude to suit any outfit!

Bra Clips
Perfect for racer-back tops and dresses, Bra Clips are super 
strong, super discreet clips that slip over your bra straps to 
hide them and prevent them from slipping. 

Also great for creating a deeper cleavage for those girls that 
like a little boost! Our three-pack Bra Clips are 43 mm in 
diameter and come in clear, black and barely-there-
nude to suit any bra!

Three-pack

Clear, black  
& barely-there-
nude in every 

pack

45mm in 
diameter

Create a deeper 
cleavage!

BRA BITS

Product code: SW017

Product code: SW017
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BRA BITS

Bra Strap Cushions
Our barely-there nude-coloured Bra Strap Cushions 
are made of high-grade super-soft, non-slip 
silicone, providing you with unprecedented 
comfort from painful bra straps.

Super discreet, but ultra effective, just slide 
your bra straps into our specially designed 
bra strap cushion channels for instant pain 
relief, elimination of deep shoulder grooves 
and prevention of bra strap slippage!

Re-usable Bra Strap Cushions are ideal 
for everyday wear.

Bra Strap Extenders
Make bras more comfortable with 2, 3 & 4 hook 
Bra Extenders. 

Just like your standard bra hooks, they attach to 
the hooks at the back of bras to extend chest 
band length. 

Detachable and reusable, Bra Extenders 
can extend bra-chest width by up to 5cm 
(almost 2 inches). Super-soft, nude, black 
and white coloured extenders with 
brushed backing. Single pack.

Product code: SW029

Product code: SW024 17



Invisistraps
Invisistraps clear bra straps are the bra straps you wear 
when you’d rather go without! 

Invisistraps, crystal clear bra straps are super thin, ultra 
strong and very discreet! Replace the shoulder straps on 
any bra with Invisistraps detachable clear bra straps for that 
barely there look, with all the comfort and support of your 
favourite bra. Our invisible bra straps come in Standard 
(9mm) and Extra Wide (15mm).

Go Lo Low Back Converter
Go Lo with our adjustable low-back bra strap converter! 

Instantly convert any back-closure bra for use underneath 
low-back tops and dresses. The adjustable Go Lo connects 
to your bra strap’s hook-and-eye, and wraps around the front 
to create a low-back design. One hook-and-eye makes it 
suitable for 1, 2 or 3 hook closure bras.

BRA BITS

Product code: SW034

Product code: SW008
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TWINKLE TOES

Invisible Gel Cushions
Love heels, but not the pain?

Twinkle Toes Gel Cushions are superior, super-
soft, 100% silicone gel pads that give you all 
day comfort and support! The perfect solution 
to that burning sensation in the balls of your 
feet, our Twinkle Toes Gel Cushions are the 
best on the market.

Simply place our crystal clear Twinkle Toes Gel 
Cushions into your shoes, smooth side down 
and strut your stuff!

Invisible Toe Cushions
Want to avoid that burning sensation between 
your toes?

Twinkle Toes Invisible Toe Cushions from Secret 
Weapons are super soft invisible clear gel toe 
cushions that provide your toes with all the 
support and comfort they need!

Simply stick Twinkle Toes Invisible Toe 
Cushions around the toe post of your favourite 
sandal, thong or shoe and you are ready to strut 
your stuff!

Heel Guards
Banish the blisters with Twinkle Toes Heel 
Guards heel protectors from Secret Weapons!

Twinkle Toes Heel Guards from Secret Weapons 
are designed to shield your heels from the 
burning pain of closed-back shoes. These 
extra soft transparent heel protectors are super 
comfy gel strips that not only stop your shoes 
from slipping, they also prevent those nasty 
blisters.

Simply stick these invisible gel heel protectors on 
the back of your shoes and strut your stuff!

Product code: SW001

Product code: SW002

Product code: SW003
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Stiletto Stoppers
Stiletto Stoppers high heel protectors are the perfect solution for the races, 
garden parties or weddings where standing on grass is par for the course!

Avoid that sinking feeling when walking on soft surfaces and protect your heels 
from dirt and grass with Stiletto Stoppers high heel protectors.

Our diamond faceted heel protectors have a unique patent pending fitting system 
that can accommodate heels measuring 6mm to 13mm in diameter.

CLEAR BLACK

Fold-Up Flats
Fold Up Ballet Flats are the take 
anywhere shoes for getting home 
in style!

Our gorgeously flirty, super comfy, 
take anywhere fold-up ballet shoes 
fit snugly into their own little purse 
pack which opens to reveal a handy 
tote bag to carry your heels home!

Light weight and flexible, our split sole 
ballet flats ensure that public transport, 
lunch time city walks, after-party commutes 
and wet weather never stop you from flaunting 
killer heels! 

Just pop Fold Up Flats in your handbag for anytime, 
anywhere comfort and foot pain relief!

S, M, L & XL

TWINKLE TOES

Product code: 
SW0017
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